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Introduction

 The current Covid-19 pandemic is being exploited by cybercriminals taking 

advantage of peoples’ anxieties and changes in working pattern. 

 There’s been an increase in the spread of malware through social engineering 

which is quite effective during a crises.

 Various Covid-19 themed malware families have emerged targeting PCs and 

mobile devices.

 These are spread through Covid19-themed phishing emails, fake apps, 

fraudulent websites, and adverts loaded with malware.
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Introduction

 McAfee detected thousands of Covid19-themed spam emails and websites

 Malicious URLs with references to COVID-19 and Coronavirus increased 

dramatically during the start of the pandemic

 Malicious URLs seen weekly increased exponentially from 1,600 to > 39,000 
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Source: McAfee rp quarterly threats July 2020



Introduction

 Several Covid-19 themed malware appeared in the wild 

 These include viruses, Remote Access Trojans (RATs), Ransomware, and 

malicious apps 
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Ursnif Azorult CoronaVirus

Fariet Hancitor Trickbot

Emotet NetWalker Nanocore

CovidLock KPOT Remcos



Introduction

Example of social engineering based infection vectors: 

Fake Covid-19 tests

 Phishing emails distributed in March that appears to originate from 

organizations offering Covid19 testing. 

 Users are prompted to open an attached document which will 

download the information stealing Trickbot malware. 
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Introduction

Example of social engineering based infection vectors: 

Fake Covid-19 Precautionary measures

 In April, phishing email campaigns distributed the NanoCore RAT for 

exfiltration of valuable information. 

 The emails used subject lines such as “COVID-19 Urgent Precaution 

Measures”  
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Introduction

Example of social engineering based infection vectors: 

Bogus SBA Loan Emails

 In March, phishing email campaigns distributed the information stealing 

Remcos RAT 

 The emails appeared to offer small businesses information and guidance 

on how to apply for Small Business Administration loans

 The emails claim to originate from the U.S. Government  
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Samples of fake emails
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Source: NBC news Source: BBC



Samples of fake emails
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Source: Livemint.com

Source: Forbes



Samples of fake emails
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Source: proofpoint

Source: UT Health San Antonio



CoronaVirus ransomware

 A file-locker ransomware threatening users worldwide

 Spread through fake websites that lures users into downloading an executable 

WSHSetup.exe 

 The file downloads several .exe files from other websites

 The exe files contain CoronaVirus ransomware and KPOT trojan

 It is a ransomware attack bundled with information stealing trojan

 The primary aim is information theft but ransomware is used as diversionary 

tactic
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CoronaVirus ransomware

 Encrypts files and override the MBR of a disk

 Renames the C drive of the computer to ‘CoronaVirus’

 Victim computers do not load the OS on re-boot but displays ransom message
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CoronaVirus ransomware

 Encrypt files:

.bak, .bat, .doc, .jpg, .jpe, .txt, .tex, .dbf, .xls, .cry, .xml, .vsd, .pdf, .csv, .bmp, .tif, .tax, 

.gif, .gbr, .png, .mdb, .mdf, .sdf, .dwg, .dxf, .dgn, .stl, .gho, .ppt, .acc, .vpd, .odt, .ods, .rar, 

.zip, .cpp, .pas, .asm, .rtf, .lic, .avi, .mov, .vbs, .erf, .epf, .mxl, .cfu, .mht, .bak, .old

 Places a ransom note in every folder demanding a payment of 0.008 bitcoins

 All encrypted files are renamed to some variation of 'coronaVi2022@protonmail.ch'
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CoronaVirus ransomware

 
CoronaVirus ransomware ransom note 
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CoronaVirus ransomware

 Changes Windows registry setting to display a lock screen when the computer is 

rebooted

 Lock screen shows the same message as ransom note before finally loading the OS.

 Lock screen changes after 45 minutes but still denies access to the computer

 Eventually boots into Windows after a further 15 mins. Users will be presented with 

the same ransom note again after login in:
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Coronavirus ransomware alternate lock screen 



CoronaVirus ransomware: KPOT activity

 KPOT trojan steals cookies, passwords, and other crendentials.

 Grabs a screen shot of the active desktop and scans for bitcoin wallets  

 All info gathered by the trojan is sent to another website where it is 

gathered by attackers

 The malware basically steals information then encrypts files and overrides 

the MBR
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CoronaVirus ransomware

 Low ransom demand from the ransomware + a static address that 

received no payment = Fake ransomware

 The ransomware distracts from the information stealing trojan 

 By making victims worried about ransomware it distracts from KPOT 

activity. 
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Proliferation of apps for Covid-19
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Proliferation of apps for Covid-19



CovidLock ransomware

 Mobile ransomware spread through websites and applications that claim to 
provide information about coronavirus.

 The name of the app is Coronavirus Tracker

 CovidLock was found on the website coronavirusapp.site

 The website recommends users download and install an app to get:

 Updates about coronavirus, including notifying users when the virus reaches 
where they live. 

 Heatmap visuals that show the spread of infection across an area.

 The website appears to display information straight from WHO and CDC while hosting 
the CovidLock ransomware.
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CovidLock ransomware
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Source: domaintools



CovidLock ransomware

 CovidLock changes the lockscreen of the infected device

 Demands a ransom of $250 in bitcoin for a decryption key to unlock their 

screen and get back control over their device.

 Threatens to erase all information on the phone including photos, videos, 

messages, and contacts if payment isn’t received within 48 hours. 

 The ransom note is written to scare victims into complying with the 

hackers demands. 

 The message reads: “YOUR GPS IS WATCHED AND YOUR LOCATION IS KNOWN. IF 

YOU TRY ANYTHING STUPID YOUR PHONE WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY ERASED.”
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CovidLock ransomware
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CovidLock ransomware
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Accessibility request: 

To keep the malware persistent



CovidLock ransomware
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CovidLock ransomware
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CovidLock ransomware
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Conclusion

 Hackers and cybercriminals are exploiting the pandemic to spread malware

 This is evident in the rise of spam phishing emails with Covid-19 themes and 

malicious URLS linked with Covid-19

 All kinds of malware are being spread: RAT, ransomware, malicious apps

 While several families like Ursnif, Trickbot, Remcos are being used for information 

stealing, CoronaVirus adds a level of sophistication by deploying KPOT for 

information stealing while diverting attention with a file locker.  

 Mobile users also need to beware of malicious apps like the fake Coronavirus 

Tracker that contains a ransomware designed to trick users into making bogus 

payments.
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Thank you 

Any questions?
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